
•Listeners
• 19 Normal hearing listeners in separated into 3 mixed-rate groups (7 Apical High, 8 Basal High, 4 Interleaved;

Aiming for 10 in each group)

• English native speakers, passed hearing screening at 20 dB HL

•Vocoded stimuli presented over circumaural headphones

•Implementing the mixed rates into a Tone Vocoder (16 channels)
o High and low rates simulated by downsampling the envelope at different rates depending on the channel

•Conditions

•Procedure
•Consonant Nucleus Consonant words test (closed set of 50 words, Fig. 3)

•Speech-Shaped Noise maskers
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Limitations due to the pulse rate

High rates (> 900 pps) Low rates (< 300 pps)

Good envelope sampling Bad envelope sampling

Poor ITD sensitivity2 Improved ITD sensitivity2

Mixed rates have been suggested to overcome this issue

Electrodes operating at

high rates (speech cues)

Electrodes operating

at low rates (ITD)

Fig. 1 Illustration of a mixed rate strategy. The four most apical electrodes

operate at high rates while the four basal electrodes operate at low rates

Fig. 3 Screenshot of the CNC words test
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• Previous work by authors from this lab investigated the

potential of a multi-electrode, mixed-rate strategy. BiCI

patients were sensitive to ITDs when a combination of

high and low rates was presented to different electrodes.

In particular, low-rate stimulation at the basal end of the

electrode array produced a similar ITD sensitivity to

stimulating all electrodes with low rates3.

Target
source

Masking
source

Co-located

3 Mixed-rates configurations 1) Co-located. Each rate configuration was tested in the presence of a collocated masker (i.e.

All High, All Low, Apical High, Basal High, Interleaved).

Target source

Masking
source

Separated

Left Target Left Masker Right Target Right Masker

Right ear low rate channels delayed by 800μs 
(on low-rate channels only to mimic the fact that ITD sensitivity will be 

improved)

Listeners played each word

processed in All High and All Low

conditions to familiarize. When all

words had been played at least

once, the training started.

I. Familiarization II. Training III. Main Experiment

Experiment session (25 blocks, full-

random design, in noise)

Block 1
(All Low Collocated)

Block 25
(Interleaved Separated)…

24 trials (6 SNRs repeated 4 times)

Training session (in quiet)
Block 1

(All Low)
Block 2

(All high)
Block 3

(All Low)
Block 4

(All High)
≥ 80% ?

Score YES

NO

• It has been shown repeatedly that pulse-rates used in

clinical Cochlear Implant (CI) processors are high enough

to represent the speech envelope, but too high for

bilateral CI (BiCI) patients to utilize interaural time

differences (ITDs)1,2. However, ITDs are a crucial binaural

cue for localization and source segregation in complex

auditory scenes. For this reason, BiCI patients encounter

difficulties functioning in noisy environments. One way to

overcome the pulse-rate problem is to deliver a mixture of

rates, with high rates on some electrodes and low rates

on others.

STUDY AIM

Does the mixed-rate strategy allow listeners to

access both speech and ITD cues, and enable

binaural unmasking?

• Previous studies only focused on measuring ITD

sensitivity. There is a lack of knowledge on whether

mixed rates can provide access to ITD cues while

preserving speech understanding. The present study

examined this in normal hearing listeners using CI

simulations as a first step towards understanding the

problem.

Does it depend on how speech and ITD

cues are distributed across frequency

channels?

RESULTS

Most of the time, highest scores were observed in the All High condition, when the envelope is the best preserved.

In many cases, NH listeners could exploit the presence of ITDs in some frequency channels to improve their word

recognition. This suggests that listeners could access and process both speech and binaural cues in order to

unmask the target signal, even though those cues were located in different frequency channels. Introducing high-

rate channels did not entirely disrupt binaural unmasking for CI simulations. However, this binaural benefit was

rather poor and seemed to depend significantly on the SNR, and the mixed-rate configuration, i.e. on how the ITD

is distributed across channels. The following explanations could be investigated in the future to better understand

the present data:

Subjects were trained on four blocks of 20 trials in order to to get used

to the task and the upward frequency shift caused by the vocoder

process4. Auditory and visual feedback was provided after each trial.

The main experiment started if listeners performed at least 80% correct

in the last block

Does it depend on the signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR)?

1) Ceiling Effect: For high SNRs, the benefit due to ITDs is very limited.

2) No phase locking: ITDs were introduced at frequency channels too high for NH listeners.

3) No integration of speech cues: the target signal heard spatially separated from the noise contains degraded

envelopes.
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Fig. 2 Mixed rates were simulated by downsampling the envelope at a high or low rate depending on the channel. This resulted in a well-preserved or

degraded envelope in high-rate (in purple) and low-rate (in red) channels, respectively.

110 Hz

10 kHz 11 kHz

832 Hz

2 spatial conditions

2) Separated. ITD was applied only on low-rate channels of the target (assuming BiCI ITD

sensitivity is restored for low stimulation rates (i.e. All low, Apical High, Basal High, Interleaved).

Group 1 (Apical High) Group 3 (Interleaved)Group 2 (Basal High)

Fig. 4 Top row: Recognition scores averaged across listeners for each subject group (columns) as a function of SNR (X-axis) and mixed-rate configuration (color). Bottom

row: averaged Speech Reception Thresholds (SRT; SNR for 50% intelligiblity) across listeners in the All Low and mixed-rate configurations in the co-located (blue) and

separated conditions (red).

Fig. 5 Averaged Binaural Benefits across listeners computed as the difference in SRTs obtained in the separated and co-located conditions in each mixed rate

configuration (X-axis) and for each group (panels).

• All High = Best performance

• Better performance in Basal

High (compared to Apical High

or Interleaved)

• Variability with SNR

• Variability with configuration

• Introducing high-rate channels

was helpful for speech

understanding.

• On average, poor Binaural

Intelligiblity Level Difference

• Mixed rates led to lower SRTs

compared to All Low.

𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 𝑆𝑅𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝑆𝑅𝑇𝑐𝑜−𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

The main experiment consisted of 25 blocks

(5 conditions repeated 5 times) in full-

random design. Within each block, one

condition was tested at 6 SNRs with 4

repetitions (24 trials).


